
MONDAY
GETS
GIVINGWEEK 4

15
MIN

WEEKLY KICK OFF

As this is the fourth Monday of the month, please consider sharing or re-sharing the Monthly 
Kick-O� activity. Additionally, a three-minute recap of the previous weeks may add extra 
context to this week and help connect the dots around the monthly theme.

Ability to show students the monthly video if you haven’t already (or as a refresher).
Prep Time: 5 min

1) SHARE THIS WEEK’S THEME WITH STUDENTS:  
 “CONNECT TO YOUR COMMUNITY”

2)  ASK:

• Who likes our school or center?
• What do you like most about it?
• Do you feel proud to be a student at our school or center? Why or why not?
• Would you consider our school or center a “COMMUNITY”? Why or why not?
• How would you explain what a “COMMUNITY” is to someone else?
• Do you like feeling like you’re a part of a big family or “COMMUNITY” at school or our center? Does 
 that feel good to belong or to be a member of this “COMMUNITY”?
• Do you feel a “CONNECTION” with the other students and faculty that make up our school or center  
 family or “COMMUNITY”? 
• How does that “CONNECTION” make you feel? What are some examples that show we are 
 “CONNECTED” or share things in common with one another in “OUR COMMUNITY”?
• Do you like the “COMMUNITY” we live in? What, in your opinion, makes our “COMMUNITY” special?
• Do you feel proud of our “COMMUNITY”? Why or why not?
• What do you think is this the best part of our “COMMUNITY”? 
• What are some examples of these things we love about our “COMMUNITY”?
• Do you feel “CONNECTED” to our “COMMUNITY”? Why or why not?
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4)

5)

EXPLAIN HOW THIS WEEK SUPPORTS THE MONTH’S THEME OF “MONDAY 
GETS GOING”:

PRESENT THE WEEKLY GOALS:

• It’s easy to “GET GOING” on things we worry about personally or can help others with
• “GETTING GOING” on being a part of our “COMMUNITY” may not be such an obvious thing to work  
 on though
• But “CONNECTING TO COMMUNITY” could be one of the most important things we can do this year  
 and going forward, since we and those we care about all benefit from “GETTING GOING” on putting  
 our “COMMUNITY” first
• There’s just enjoying each other and everything our “COMMUNITY” has to o�er; and then there’s   
 “CONNECTING” on a deeper level and fulfilling the important role and responsibilities of “member”  
 in our “COMMUNITY”
• If you think about it, there are endless opportunities to “CONNECT TO YOUR COMMUNITY”
• So, this week, let’s see how much we can learn about our “COMMUNITY,” so we can “CONNECT 
 TO IT” and make “OUR COMMUNITY” even better and stronger

• Define what being a member of a community means by describing a variety of communities and how  
 we fulfill the role of member in each
• List what makes a community and its members so special
• Learn more about what makes our community great
• Identify ways everyone in a community can help maintain and improve their community
• Participate in “connecting with community” individually and as a group
• Understand how “CONNECT TO YOUR COMMUNITY” is a part of the monthly theme of “MONDAY  
 GETS GOING”

Maybe we’re weird; but have you ever thought about the fact that the Earth is just one huge spinning 
rock upon which each one of us has placed our individual stake in the ground and called it “Home.” 
You know... kind of in a “this is my home” sort of way. But then, as our little homes start to bump up 
to one another we start to build something called a neighborhood, village, town, city... a community. 
You see, sometimes it seems like people think that the “community” is “somewhere out there” and 
that they are actually not a part of it. But that goes against the very definition of what a community 
is. Without you, there isn’t one.  Same goes for your neighbor and every other person in your 
community. So, this week, we want you to CONNECT TO YOUR COMMUNITY. You are part of a team... 
a group of people, living in the same area, making a living, going to school, recreating and creating, 
pursuing whatever makes you happy, and doing life. So, plug into it. Go out and check out something 
new, close by. Volunteer. See a live show or local sporting event. Visit the Farmers Market. Have some 
fun at the park or take a walk or hike in your own backyard. Our communities will only be as good as 
each one of us wants to make them. So, go make it great. Community matters.

3)  READ THE WEEKLY INTRODUCTION ALOUD OR ASK A STUDENT TO DO SO:


